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Abstract
The rapid booming of industry 4.0 technologies has been boosting further
development of industrial manufacturing systems in the recent two decades.
An increasing number of disruptive yet enabling technologies are becoming
available for industrial applications. However, while the factories becoming
more complex, a proliferation of incompatible systems that have been devel-
oped by different vendors or suppliers become a huge challenge to enterprises
in reaping the technological advantages. A generalized architecture for inte-
grating various manufacturing systems will be valuable as it’s effectively and
efficiently facilitating technology planning, system designing, implementation,
maintenance, and upgrading.

From the Small and Medium-sized Enterprises’ (SMEs) perspective, the imple-
mentation of advanced industry 4.0 technologies is crucial to their business
survival. It seems impossible to develop a system that can help all SMEs busi-
nesses, however, when the vital technology can be developed as a module,
more SMEs can quickly get the benefit. Therefore, a generalized architecture
for the manufacturing system is needed, so the different vital technologies can
be developed as modules and combined to form the various manufacturing
systems with the same architecture.

There are several novel industry 4.0 technologies that have been studied during
this PhD project: in paper 1, a digitized production system control method
is introduced for system remote monitoring/supervision and reducing the
hardware configuration; in paper 2, a digital twinmodule with the simulation is
designed to enhance the development of high level Human-Robot Collaboration
(HRC) tasks; in paper 3, various interaction methods between digital twin
with human have been proposed to promote the usage of the digital twin; in
paper 4, a flexible HRC architecture with its demonstration has been proposed
to ease the difficulty of the emerging industry 4.0 technologies’ fusion and
upgrading; in paper5, an industrial robot universal remote control graphical
user interface has been proposed and the experiment showed the operator
could program the robot regardless of the geographic distance.

This study is directed especially towards SMEs in order to strengthen their
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business operation and contributes to a sustainable development. The disserta-
tion proposes and develops generalized architectures and selected technologies
that can be applied to most current and future manufacturing tasks. The main
contributions and effects of my work are:

1. Introducing generalized architectures gives a unified and common frame-
work for enterprises, developers and system integrators to work within.
A common language and understanding and a holistic view on the man-
ufacturing operation.

2. Analyzing several Industry 4.0 technologies in terms of availability, com-
plexity and readiness will guide small-scale manufacturing enterprises
in their choice of direction when developing their manufacturing system.

3. Presenting several system demonstrations offers a glance at the architec-
ture’s flexibility and gives insight in the power of selected technologies.
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1
Introduction
With the rise of Industry 4.0, the technologies employed in the Industrial In-
ternet of Things (IIoT) and Cyber-physical system (CPS) have been greatly
improved in recent years. The IIoT and CPS systems enable Internet connec-
tivity capability for industrial machines (such as industrial robots, conveyor
systems and Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines) and sensors (such
as temperature sensors, humidity sensors and wind speed sensors). IIoT and
CPS is not a single technology but is an aggregation of different technologies
[1]. Typically, to build an IIoT and CPS enabled factory, various systems from
different vendors will be needed. The increasing number of factory compo-
nents or subsystems lead to higher factory complexity [2]. Increasing factory
complexity also implies an increased level of difficulty in the operation and
management of machines/equipment [3], and it is simply impossible to build
andmanage systems of this kind if they are not based on standards [4]. It is hard
to develop standardization that can handle all the different industrial systems’
connections and data exchange needs, but we can "break down" the overall
industrial system into smaller components to develop possible standardization
for each module. Such is demonstrated by STEP-NC [5] and ISO-14649 [6]
with focus on the standardization of CNC machines. These standards attempt
to achieve machine code transparency between different CNC machines and
inter-machine communication. However, currently these types of standards are
too few and too difficult to develop. In order to promote the development of
standardization, there is a need to divide the industrial system into a hierarchy
of layers and clarify the functionality of modules in each of the different layers,
so an overall view of the whole system can be achieved.
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2 chapter 1 introduction

The division of industrial systems into layers not only helps simplify industrial
systems by breaking them into smaller, more manageable modules, but also
offers greater flexibility. It provides for effective updates and improvements to
individual modules without affecting other modules or having to redesign the
entire industrial system. It allows vendors to compartmentalize their design
efforts to fit a modular design, which eases implementation and simplifies
troubleshooting. It standardizes industrial system modules to allow multiple
vendor development and support.

The highly modularized system shows the potential of the system’s ability for
rapid innovation, which is emphasized in the industry 5.0 [7]. Industry 4.0
focuses on the development and progress of science and technology for the
purpose of improving production efficiency and profits, further reducing the
proportion of human workers in the production line [8]. But this ignores the
expectations from the society, where its people should have meaningful and
interesting jobs. For example, industry 4.0 technologies create a safe working
environment for humans, but often requires operators with strong technical
education and experiences. Those without relevant backgrounds will be left
out. The concept of industry 5.0 is rooted in industry 4.0 but goes beyond
industry 4.0. It is committed to enable ordinary workers to reap the benefits
of technological progress. So far, industry 4.0 is still in the developing stage,
so it will be more challenging to upgrade the industrial system according to
the triple helix (human-centricit, sustainability and resilience) of industry 5.0.
Further, by considering as many indicators of industry 5.0 as possible in the
development of industry 4.0 technologies, this may smooth the upgrade of
industrial systems. Therefore, the design of industry systems not only needs to
consider the key indicators of industry 4.0 (such as efficiency, speed), but also
needs to focus on human centric and social sustainability [9]. Human centric
and social sustainability means that the popularization and development of
technology should not require people to adapt, but require technology to
adapt more people [10]. Ideally, workers should not need to master advanced
technologies when using modern industrial production tools, and workers
without a solid technological background should also be able to find jobs in
modern factories.

For Industry 4.0 systems, improving the speed or efficiency of the system is
not the only goal; improving resilience will be the new focus. The resilience
of a system can be reflected in agility and the speed of responding to market
changes. Agility was first introduced in 1991 by the Iacocca Institute of Lehigh
University in a report [11, 12]. Thereafter, Rick Dove defined the agile as "an
overall strategy focused on thriving in an unpredictable environment" [13].
Goldman et al. consider that agility is a comprehensive response to the business
challenges of profiting from rapidly changing, continually fragmenting, global
markets for high-quality, high-performance, custome-configured goods and
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services [14]. Agility emerged as the result from market changes such as
increased product variability combined with decreased product lifecycles [15].
Further, the production systems switched from high-volume to small-batch
production with a principle that aims to ensure efficiency while minimizing
waste. As suggested by Sharifi and Zhang [16], agility comprises two major
factors: 1, responding to changes (anticipated and unexpected) in due time;
and 2, exploiting and taking advantage of changes as opportunities. In other
words, agility indicates the ability of the next generation factory to renew itself
in the rapidly changing environment. The highly resilient system can quickly
re-plan the corresponding production line to meet the market demand and
promptly occupy the new market when encountering business environment’s
changes such as new batch size or new product design, so the SMEs can
convert the challenge into various opportunities [17]. Agile manufacturing
enables this resiliency. The agility of a manufacturing system can also benefit
from the increasing level of standardization and automation in the production
process [18]. In addition, the higher agility system leads to faster reconfiguring
and easier optimization of a factory setup. Faster reconfiguration is often
associated with flexible manufacturing, which allows a system to be adjusted
based on a pre-established setting, but we need agile manufacturing to enable
the system to face unpredictable changes [19]. Agile manufacturing requires
an advanced control system to offer this flexibility while keeping the concern
of human centric [20], and inspired by the ideas from the H2020 project
"Digital Technologies,AdvancedRobotics and increased Cyber-security for Agile
Production in Future European Manufacturing Ecosystems" — the TRINITY
project, many newer technologies can contribute to this.

There are too many SMEs in the current manufacturing industry waiting to be
rescued by newer technologies. Helping SMEs to march into the Industry 4.0
is the trend of the world. Besides the advantages offered by dividing industrial
systems into layers, the SMEs also need a generalized architecture from the
further analysis of the industrial systems.

In December 2019, I visited two SMEs from Wuhan (capital city of Hubei
province in China). The city has a population of over 11 million and is the most
populous city in Central China. The city is quite a big size and developed, so
the SMEs can be good examples to show some general problems which other
SMEs in the world are also facing.

SME 1, this SME is running a business for washing tableware, and the tableware
is including: a dish, a bowl, a spoon, a glass cup and a pair of chopsticks. Each
set of tableware is wrapped in plastic film to produce the final product, see
Figure 1.1. The used tableware comes from different restaurants in the city
by plastic box container and usually arrives with a lot of waste product, see
Figure 1.2. They need to manually move the box from transport vehicle to
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conveyor belt. The tableware’s wash time is based on its type and size, the
bigger sizes tend to need more time. The shorter washing time uses less energy,
increases the production flow efficiency, so the different types of tableware
should be washed separately. Then the tableware should be sorted before the
wash process, but the sorting machine can only separate the tableware into two
groups: dish, bowl, cup as the larger items and spoon, chopsticks as the smaller
items. The sorting machine is not efficient and always damages the tableware,
see Figure 1.3. There is always need for human workers to identify and remove
the broken tableware from the conveyor belt and collect the chopsticks and
spoon into a box to wash them in a separate washing machine. The biggest
challenge for this SME is that the dishes, bowls and cups must be sorted after
the wash process so the product can be packaged. However, the same shape
of plate or bowl can be printed with different restaurants’ unique brands and
these also must be sorted separately. The present solution is to use a lot of
human workers, see Figure 1.4. But even for human workers, it is still hard to
sort such a big quantity of items accurately and quickly, especially when doing
this tedious task repeatedly for a whole day.

Figure 1.1: Final product at dishwash company

SME 2, the second SME is an automation equipment supplier which is also the
supplier and the maintainer of the automation equipment in the previously
mentioned dishwash company, so their products include: tableware sorting ma-
chine, tableware washer, tableware packing machine, etc. But this automation
equipment company itself has no automation equipment during their products’
manufacturing processes, all the products are handmade. The metal welding
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Figure 1.2: Human workers are moving the plastic box for tableware

Figure 1.3: The sorting machine for tableware. Spoon and chopsticks as the smaller
ones will fall to the lower conveyor belt from the gaps in the upper conveyor
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Figure 1.4: Human workers are sorting the dishes, bowls and cups

and cutting tasks are done solely by human workers, see Figure 1.5, and the
raw materials storage is less organized, see Figure 1.6. In their product design
stage, there is no simulation or digital twin module to verify if the design
will be successful or not, the product design depends only on the designer’s
experience.

These two SMEs really want to engage with some new technologies to improve
their production efficiency, but they do not know what technologies that will
be helpful and are afraid to invest without knowing that the investment will
represent value for money. In general, there is a lack of information on how
to combine relevant and efficient technology with a corresponding industrial
task. I believe these difficulties are very common for most SMEs around the
world. Many of them are counting on academics and developers to develop a
system with new technologies for them. However, there are too many SMEs
and different types of business. Therefore, to make an approach of developing
a complete system that covers all the possible industrial tasks is impossible and
unnecessary. But to identify the key drawback technologies over the different
industry sectors is helpful.

An accurate automatic robot sorting system can release at least 6 human
workers from the tedious task in SME 1, an automatic robot metal feeding plus
cutting system can avoid the need for human workers to be in the dangerous
and unhealthy environment in SME 2, and both the SMEs production efficiency
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Figure 1.5: Metal welding and cutting are manually work

Figure 1.6: Raw materials storage
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can be hugely improved by implementing advanced robot systems in their
manufacturing processes. Taking the above mentioned two SMEs as examples,
object recognition and object localization are the key technologies that can be
extremely helpful to their businesses.

As long as the key technologies are developed as modules, the same modules
can be used for multiple industrial tasks, which can benefit multiple SMEs. This
method will be more efficient and cost effective when compared to developing
one specific complete system target to one industrial task.

The different system developers can focus on the key technologies to decrease
the development time, and the system integrators or SMEs can combine the
different technologies, in the same manner, to form the different systems
according to their particular needs.

To offer this flexible solution, the generalized architecture for IIoT systems is
needed. Researchers have already proposed different IIoT system architectures
comprised of three, four or five layers. A popular IIoT architecture consisting
of the three layers presented below was discussed in [21]:

1. Perception/Sensor layer, collecting information on the physical object
using different types of sensors.

2. Middleware layer, receives the information from the first layer and trans-
mits it to the high layer.

3. Application layer, which carries out application specific functionalities.

A similar four-layer IIoT architecture was introduced in [22, 23], see Figure
1.7:

1. Sensor/Actuators layer, receiving/sending the data from/to different
devices and machines (primarily analog data).

2. Internet gateways and Data acquisition system layer, analog/digital con-
version with data aggregation

3. Edge IT layer, analysis and pre-processing the data from the second layer.
4. Data center/Cloud layer, data archive and management.
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Figure 1.7: Four layers IIoT architecture

In comparison to the architectures presented above, the Middleware layer is
divided into two layers, where the first layers are basically the same, but more
data processing tasks are carried out in the lower layer to avoid redundant data
transmission into the highest layer. This benefits the low latency system.

Much research has been undertaken, for example [24, 25] with a focus on how
analytics could be efficiently performed for the data generated by CPS and IIoT
systems. Results of this research proposed a three-layer architecture:

1. Edge layer, the data acquisition from embedded systems, operator inputs
and machine tools.

2. Fog layer, mainly responsible for the local communication, cloud commu-
nication, machine learning and stream analytics.

3. Cloud layer, mainly responsible for the aggregation of the data from Edge
and Fog layers and federated learning.

The hierarchical architecture of the automation pyramid is very common in
production systems [26]. However, by dividing or merging different layers,
the versions of the automation pyramid are different in various research. A
five-layer Automation Pyramid concept in the framework of ISA-95 delivered
by International Society of Automation is shown in Figure 1.8 [27].
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Figure 1.8: Automation Pyramid according to ISA-95

Many studies have proposed different industrial system architectures, however,
there have been very few studies that focus on connecting the layers concept
of IIoT architecture with the specific industrial tasks and pointing out some
novel industrial 4.0 technologies within each of the layers. For many of the
SMEs, the layers concept of IIoT architecture still stays at the academic level,
which slows down the process of the novel industrial 4.0 technologies being
applied into SMEs factories. The actual industrial task with intuitive figures
should be developed to illustrate the layers concept, so the SMEs can better
understand the needs in their business development and utilize more industrial
4.0 technologies efficiently. Since the IIoT layer architecture creates flexibility
and scalability, if a clear definition of an industrial task with an IIoT layer
architecture is established, then the same scalable and flexible architecture can
readily be applied to any industrial task.

1.1 Roles in industrial systems

Due to the highly complex nature of our industry, it is not easy to directly analyse
a task from current industrial practice. Before the first industrial revolution,
when only human workers were used in manufacturing processes, this type
of analysis is much more intuitive. Generally, the roles in these simplified
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manufacturing processes can be viewed as three elements: manager, worker
and product. In this model, the manager would give the worker a highly
abstracted task, such as ’make a table’ or ’make a chair’, and the worker would
comply by carrying out the task.

With the introduction of modern machines, many of the human workers are
replaced by high-speed, high-accuracy machines that never become tired— the
worker’s primary role is replaced by the machine. The highly abstracted task
cannot be directly executed by the machine, so there is a need to have a person
with a strong technical background, a production planner, who can understand
the manager’s task and divide it into detailed executable sub-tasks suitable for
machines. There are many different types of machines from different vendors,
and each machine has a specific machine language. As it is very hard for a
person to understand all the different types of machine languages, it is common
for a factory to have several specially-trained operators for the different types
of machines. In Figure 1.9, the new roles of production planner and operator
are added between manager and machine to perform the task translation and
machine operation.

The utilization of industrial machines can increase product quality and pro-
ductivity when the products have limited variety. The greater competition that
results from the global economy requires that manufacturing enterprise must
not only produce low-priced products of high quality but with an additional
need to satisfy customer’s personal preferences [28], which means the product
variety needs to be very high. Factories can produce highly varied products in
two ways:

• Build a different production line for each of the products.
• Reconfigure the current production line to produce the new product.

Obviously, the first option carries a high price in initial investment and the
resultant production flexibility is very low. This is not a realistic option for
most SMEs. The second method has minimal initial investment, but requires
the manufacturing facility to have the ability to achieve a fast changeover [29].
With the increase of product variety, the production planner and operator’s
workload in the reconfiguration stage will be dramatically increased.

Machines changed industry as a whole and reduced the use of human workers
in the manufacturing process. However machines have not fully replace human
workers [30] (production planners and operators). By replacing manpower
with automation, the factory manufacturing processes can easily make a big
productivity leap [31], sincemachine-involved production processes can directly
benefit from technology improvements. There is, therefore, always a need to
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Figure 1.9: Comparison between the industry with or without machine
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deepen the mechanization transformation in manufacturing processes. In a
manufacturing system, the roles of production planner and operator should be
improved but the positions are indispensable.

Many researchers are working on replacing the human element with auto-
mated device for the role of operator. A middleware system which acts as
a gateway between field devices and decision support systems is introduced
in [32]. The system enabled the unified communication between different
industrial devices. In [33], the authors present a system concept that attempts
to incorporate functionality from multiple machines. The system allows the
operator to reconfigure the setup without specialized engineering background
knowledge and increased the interoperability between different devices. In
[34], the authors present a concept of a middleware-layer in IIoT systems to
discuss different industrial communication protocols’ interoperability.

All these presented research studies aim to contribute to the operation and
communication between different devices by the adoption of IIoT middleware,
and it is very common to find middlewares in the current IIoT systems [35]. In
the current advanced IIoT manufacturing system, the middleware should be
regarded as the replacement for human operators. In Figure 1.10, the roles in a
manufacturing system are: manager, production planner, middleware, machine
and product.
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Figure 1.10: Manufacturing industry with IIoT machine
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1.2 Matching layers and roles in industrial
systems

As the roles in an industry system have been defined, we can then match the
IIoT layers with the roles, see Figure 1.11.

The machine, in the first layer, has direct interaction with the physical product.
The first layer contains sensors, actuators and network function enabled ma-
chines (a machine can be regarded as a combination of sensors and actuators).
In this layer, all the data from the physical world should be accurately read-
able and all the physical machine motions are remotely controllable from the
network.

The middleware is in the second layer, which collects data from the first layer
and distributes control signals to each machine or actuator. The second layer
contains a translator between the machines to enable communication with
different machine languages and a data center to store the machine data.
A centralized portal should be offered in this layer, so that inter-machines
communications, without barriers, can be achieved.

The production planner is in the third layer, which can generate a sequence of
machine instructions and supervise the execution of each machine. The third
layer should contain the machine motion plans to coordinate the whole factory
and manufacture of the different products, the machine motion should also
dynamically change according to the environmental parameters.

As presented previously, most research studies do not define the higher layers
for the IIoT systems. However, the fourth layer, for the role of manager, has not
yet been clearly defined. In this thesis, the fourth layer for the indispensable
role of manager is defined.

The fourth layer should contain a highly-abstracted task list which represents
the production plans of different products — even a person with no manufac-
turing background should be able to understand the list. The human manager
is the end-user of the industry manufacturing system. This individual can
remotely and wirelessly choose the task with a simple interface. A single com-
mand from the manager can reconfigure the whole factory to produce a new
product.

More details are presented about possible solutions and improvements in each
layer in the following sections/chapters.
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Figure 1.11: Layers of Industrial system
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1.2.1 Layer 1 — Sensors/Actuators

In the first layer, we mainly focus on sensors and actuators, which handle
the reading and control, respectively, of the object state in the physical world
through the network. Most of the actuators can be controlled through the
network directly or by an add-on device (such as Raspberry Pi). Current
sensor technology has developed various sensors/devices for reading important
environmental data like the object’s colour [36], magnetism [37], temperature
[38] and humidity [39]. But the classification and localization of object type
and position (which can be used for improving the autonomy of robots) are
still under development.

Object classification

Themethods of object classification can be divided into two groups: indirect and
direct. For the indirect method, some additional information should be added
to the object (object pre-processing) such as colour painting, bar-code, QR-code,
magnetic stripe, etc. See example in [40], where a traditional sorting system
is using indirect object classification. The indirect object classification method
is a mature technology. However, the extra information needs extra production
steps which will increase the total processing time and manufacturing cost
during production.

The direct classification will be more efficient since object pre-processing is
avoided and the method is based on the object’s characteristics. There are many
object characteristics that can be used for direct classification such as weight,
temperature,hardness,magnetism,etc. But these characteristics cannot broadly
be applied to different types of object classification. Frequently, the objects of
one class can be distinguished from the other objects by their shape which can
include color and geometric outline [41]. Under these circumstances, computer
vision-based object classification can be a goodmethod, utilizing object shape to
distinguish one object from another. There aremany researchers working in this
object classification field. [42] is improving 3D object classification efficiency,
[43, 44] are implementing computer vision-based object classification into
autonomous guiding of intelligent vehicles, [45] is developing the 2D object
classification method for workpiece recognition.

It is hard to find an industry-ready direct object classification system, but there
is an indirect (bar-code scanner) and direct (3D camera) object classification
combination solution to detect object type and boundary size, see example in
[46], sorting system using both indirect and direct object classification. In this
system, the 3D camera can only detect the object’s length, width and height,
and object pre-processing is still required. More research is needed to develop
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an easy-to-use industrial system that can achieve direct object classification
[47].

Object localization

Methods of object localization can also be divided into the two groups, indirect
and direct. For the indirect method, objects also need extra pre-processing
such as putting the object at a specific position where the system can easily
acquire the needed parameters or attaching reference tags on the object like
RFID tag [48] or GPS module. As with indirect object classification, indirect
object localization is a mature technology but requires extra process time and
exhibits hardware dependencies.

For direct object localization, there are many researchers working on differ-
ent solutions: [49] introduced an active tactile perception method to acquire
the object’s localization by force-controlled robot, [50] introduced an object
localization method by using electric sensing on underwater robots, [51] intro-
duced an object localization method by joint audio-video data, etc. However,
vision/image-based methods have become one of the main industrial object
localization methods, based on the rapid and significant development of ma-
chine learning methods (artificial neural networks (ANNs) and support vector
machine (SVMs)) [52, 53].

In [54], a three-dimensional object measurement system with multi-camera
was introduced; in [55], a 3D localization system for automatic robot bin-
picking using a stereo camera was developed; in [56], the stereo camera with
cloud computing is combined to develop a workpiece localization system for
CNC machines; in [57], a depth camera was applied for 3D point cloud data
generation in the object localization system.

However, these object localization systems are highly dependent on their tasks
and hardware, the authors only present their theory. There is no product
that can be directly used for general object localization. Except for buying
commercial services to develop a customized system, the only current possible
solution for SMEs to own a direct vision-based object localization system will
be through using open-source software packages.

Not many suitable software packages can be found online. A software called
find_object_2d [58] was tested and the experiment was briefly presented in
paper 4. In general, system and technologies should be adapted to humans, not
the other way around. Thus in paper 4, a general architecture for transforming
the traditional industrial robot system into an industrial 5.0 standard flexible
manufacturing system has been offered. This architecture shows a human-
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centric approach towards building the future agile manufacturing system.
Several new (and open) technologies are gathered and initial experiments are
discussed in order to show their potential and examplify the transfer into more
human friendly systems. A short video for testing find_object_2d can be found
in this link: https://youtu.be/rJdpKDune74. In the video, the object position
and rotation data are calculated and displayed in the terminal window, but
the detection process is unstable. The rectangle frames around the identified
objects are constantly changing, and the objects’ small angular adjustments
will lead to identification failure. The experiment concluded that a source code
modification is required in order to use find_object_2d software in industrial
object localization applications. Finding an engineer with sufficient skills to
fulfil this task will be a difficult task for an SME.

Object classification and object localization can benefit from, and contribute
to, each other’s successes [59]. Another software, ros_object_analytics [60],
which can acquire object classification and position data together was also
tested during this PhD study. The experiment is briefly presented in paper 4
and a short video can be found in this link: https://youtu.be/xJcUMexQhKw.
The software can detect an object both in 2D and 3D views. In the 2D view,
a fast and reasonably accurate rectangular frame with object class name and
2D position information is shown in the window. However, in the 3D view,
the bounding-box around the detected object is not accurate enough, and
object rotation information cannot be offered by this software. This software
is only suitable for a limited situation of object localization (the object rotation
parameter can be ignored), so more investigation of object localization for
general situations will be needed.

For the commercial solutions of object classification and localization, there are
several options in the industrial 3D camera detection market, e.g., Pickit3d
[61], ISRA VISION [62], SICK [63], Convergent-it [64], Zivid [65] and Photoneo
[66]. The camera hardware and software sometimes can be sold separately, but
the software can typically support a specific camera hardware. Even if an SME
bought both hardware and software from one company, they still need time,
competence and resources to familiarize and configure the camera system
with their current production equipment and setup. Some of the commercial
companies may as well offer system integration services which helps SMEs to
adopt the camera system faster. This reduces the technical barrier for the SMEs
but increases the initial investments.

Direct object classification and localization can significantly improve the au-
tonomy of the industrial system. In order to evaluate the state of the current
technologies, two open-source software packages are tested in paper 4. The
result from the up-mentioned tests indicates the open-source solutions of direct
object classification and localization technologies are not fully mature, and
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the commercialized industrial-ready solutions can be too expensive to acquire.
Therefore, the research focus on direct object classification and localization is
recommended. If the open-source solutions have a more mature state, there
will be a promotion and even attract more customers to commercial products
as the technology gets widely spread through an active community. The perfect
classification and localization solution cannot be found during this PhD study,
but a proposal for the development focus in this layer is stated herein.

1.2.2 Layer 2 — Internet gateways and Data acquisition

In the second layer, we mainly focus on methods that gather information from
the lower layer, and distribution of instructions to the lower layer. With the
increasing quantity and processing power of industrial embedded devices,more
sensors, actuators, and programmable machines are connected to the network.
Equipment diversity or heterogeneity requires a common platform for the com-
munication [67]. There are several protocols that have been developed for the
communication between different devices, but two newer protocols namely
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT [68]) and Open Platform Com-
munications Unified Architecture (OPC-UA [69]) are particularly focused on
the rise of Industry 4.0 and IoT.

In [70], the authors use OPC-UA as the data acquisition platform for STEP-NC
enabled equipment; in [71], the authors use OPC-UA in web-platform human
machine interfaces; in [72], the authors useMQTTwith Raspberry Pi for human-
robot collaboration system; in [73], the authors use MQTT with Raspberry Pi
for remote controlling of KUKA robot in intelligent oil fields.

Both of these two communication protocols are broadly used in industrial
systems, but the direct comparison of OPC-UA and MQTT would not produce
a balanced result since it could be implemented and individually optimized
in different ways [74]. The choice of the communication protocol is largely
dependant on the project infrastructure - some old equipment can only naturally
support either OPC-UA or MQTT. The protocols have very high flexibility, such
as the project presented in [75]. Here, the authors designed a system where the
OPC-UA supported devices andMQTT supported devices can share information.
So, there is no problem even if the infrastructure is not originally supporting
the protocol.

Nowadays’ automation systems mostly connect sensors and actuators with local
networks. The low latency industrial data sharing is restricted by geograph-
ical distance, which limits the possibilities of information aggregation [76].
However, cloud computing technology can connect the IIoT systems beyond
any limitation of physical distance and enable a higher level of information
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aggregation [77].

In the future, the industrial communication platform should be combined with
cloud technology [78]. A cloud-based prototype system is presented in [79], in
which, multiple devices and online services can share information through the
Internet. A comprehensive network evaluation study has been conducted in
[80], in which, three of the most commonly used cloud providers, i.e. Amazon
Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure are analyzed. Their
experimental results show Microsoft Azure in the WestEU data center has the
lowest latency for their experiment location and OPC-UA comparing the other
two communication protocols (HTTP and WCF) is just slightly slower, the
mean latency for OPC-UA is 63.49 ms. A conclusion is summarized from the
testing: processes that require latency/control period lower than 40 ms cannot
be controlled through cloud services.

The cloud service latency can be affected by various factors, i.e. distance
between data center and end user, server computer performance, network
speed. During this PhD study, a cloud service experiment was also conducted
to verify the possibility of combining industrial communication platform with
cloud technology. The experiment was conducted with the collaboration of
Centria University in Kokkola, Finland. Microsoft Azure was chosen as the
service provider, and the data center "North Europe" that is located in Ireland
was chosen. The experiment methodology is:

• Set up a virtual machine in the cloud.
• Run the OPC-UA server on the virtual machine.
• Run a python script on a local machine in Narvik, Norway, to measure

the time it takes to read and write a variable in the OPC-UA server.
• Run the same python script on a local machine in Kokkola, Finland, to

measure the read and write speed.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1.12 and Table 1.1, and the average
speed in shown in Table 1.2.

Based on the promising result from the experiment shown in Figure 1.12, a
further experiment was carried out and described in paper 5. A platform
independent graphic user interface was set up on the Azure cloud server, and
users from different geographical locations (Finland and Norway) can control
the same physical robot in Norway by any browser-supported devices, e.g.,
smartphones, tablets, and PCs. The OPC-UA is used as the main industrial
communication platform for the experiment. The result shows that the robot
operator can remotely manipulate the industrial robot and even create and
execute a robot program with a few TCP points. However, a delay was observed
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Figure 1.12: Test OPC-UA with cloud service.

Table 1.1: Experiment setup.

Azure data center North Europe
Experiment location Narvik, Norway, and Kokkola, Finland

Azure Virtual machine type D2s_v3
Virtual machine vCPUs 2

Virtual machine RAM(GiB) 8
Virtual machine operating system Ubuntu 18.04-LTS
OPC-UA client and server version Python OPC-UA [81]
Tool for reading server values UaExpert [82]

Table 1.2: Average communication speed.

Location Read Write
Norway: 61.74 ms 62.10 ms
Finland: 59.69 ms 59.48 ms
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during the experiment. It can be caused by the limited performance of the
cloud server and may be fixed by upgrading the cloud server computation
power.

The general industrial communication platform is needed when multiple indus-
trial devices have to share some common data. To find and evaluate the proper
communication protocol, OPC-UA andMQTT are studied, and two experiments
about hosting OPC-UA on Cloud are conducted as described in Figure 1.12 and
paper 5. The result from the Table 1.2 shows that the OPC-UA server, regarded
as an industrial communication platform, can be set up in the cloud service,
but the setting in the experiment cannot be used for low latency services. More
investigation with better performance cloud virtual machines will be needed.
The possible improvement in this layer can be through developing a low latency
cloud-based industrial communication platform.

1.2.3 Layer 3 — Pre-processing

As we described earlier, in the third layer, a strong-technical-background pro-
duction planner will present the factory’s working state to the manager and
divide the manager’s task to coordinate each machine. However, with the ma-
turity of technologies and strong concern in productivity improvement and
digital transformation, the role of production planner can be replaced by a
digitized system, see Figure 1.13. In the system, we consider the second layer
has present a common platform that all machines’ parameters can be read and
modified, and all the necessary environmental data can be accurately acquired
in the first layer. Then, to enable this replacement, two main topics — digital
twin and robot task planning will be the focus in this layer.

Digital twin

The digital twin concept was first mentioned by NASA in a space project
monitoring a satellite’s behaviour and simulating the possible changes in the
setting [83]. The concept is recently defined as a set of virtual information
constructs that fully describe a potential or actual physical manufactured
product [84]. Digital twin has advanced rapidly in various industries [85],
i.e. health, medical, food, and manufacturing industry. In the manufacturing
industry, the establishment of digital twin not only benefits system monitoring
and simulation, presenting a better view of the overall system, but also design
optimization and system improvement [86]. Great interest in digital twin has
been observed in the manufacturing industry, but currently, most research is
available in the form of conceptual models and simulations and the application
to real-world scenarios is limited [87].
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Figure 1.13: Task-dependent manufacturing
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In order to promote the development of digital twin in the manufacturing
industry, a few studies have been conducted in this PhD study. A real digital
twin application is introduced in paper 1, in which a press-break line in a Korean
factory with its virtual module in Gazebo [88] simulation was presented. The
operator can supervise the execution of the physical production line in a virtual
3D space and configure the real robot system remotely through a graphic user
interface. The results presented in paper 1 are from a research project, where
the authors took part in various research and development tasks. The robotic
system was an already existing installation in a factory in Korea, and the task
was to establish a cyber-physical system with it. The authors contribution is
the establishment of this, mainly methodological and software development.
In paper 1, the robot controller is connected with Robot Operating System
(ROS) by personalized configuration. So, the robot controller can receive the
command by ROS and then drive the robot to move. However, all the virtual
models in this digital twin system are specially designed and strongly dependent
on the physical system making the system migration or re-design in other types
of setup is difficult.

Amore general-use digital twin simulation environment and easier implementa-
tion for most of the robot systems should be proposed. Besides the open-source
simulation software, i.e., Gazebo, Webots [89], most of the industrial device
suppliers have their commercial simulation software, i.e., SIEMENS Plant Sim-
ulation [90], ABB RobotStudio [91], KUKA.Sim [92]. The supplier-produced
simulation software has good offline programming and post-processing per-
formance, but they typically just support their own industrial devices. Since
many SMEs production lines have different industrial devices from various
brands, a general simulation software can be preferred. There are several pop-
ular generic commercial simulation software available, i.e., Visual Components
[93], RoboDK [94]. These software have a well-designed multi-manufacturer
robot library so that the simulation design of a whole factory can be achiev-
able.

Since the digital twin has almost the same performance and specification as the
physical twin, the industrial robot system’s offline programming and validation
can significantly benefit from it. In more specific cases, for the robot paint-
ing/scanning tasks, the operator can test the robot program in the digital twin
to check the results, e.g., time-consuming, painting/scanning coverage, and
again to optimize the robot program without interrupting the production of
the physical robot. For any robot tasks that require higher accuracy, e.g., robot
welding, pick-and-place, the operator can also verify the robot program in
the digital twin to find the acceptable moving paths and tolerance parameters.
However, the accuracy of a virtual model compared with its physical representa-
tion cannot always be matched very well. Therefore, performing high accuracy
robot program validation would require extra work on robot calibration and
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measurement. Such automatic calibration is an important research focus to
resolve the major limitation of the digital twin.

Some traditional digital twin use cases are quite similar to offline programming.
Operators program and verify robot motion in the virtual environment, output
the robot motion code by a post-processor, and then download it to the physical
robot. By combining the data acquisition platform in Layer 2, the digital twin
can directly affect the physical robot while it is running – this results in a new
type of digital twin use case, a two-way digital twin. The two-way digital twin
allows the data flow to be transferred from physical to digital and digital to
physical. Changing the digital robot position will directly change the physical
robot and vice versa. So, the digital twin can be based on the current physical
robot state to forecast the future situation and dynamically adjust the present
robot motion achieving the dynamic optimization.

The human-robot collaboration (HRC) system can be regarded as a complex
system, and a digital twin can benefit the HRC system in the whole lifecycle
[87]. An HRC task is introduced in paper 2, in which a digital twin is used
for task design and verification. In this experiment, Visual Components is used
for the simulation environment, so that the virtual model of the physical robot
can be directly imported from the software’s own library. The complete test
for the experiment has not been conducted, but it is partially tested in real
life. As I described in the 1.2.1 Layer 1, the direct object localization method
is not ready, the indirect object localization is tested in the 2.2.3 Module 2 for
tracing the human hand position. I plan to conduct the real-life experiment
when the object localization solution has better accuracy and add extra safety
functions to the robot (or directly use the Cobot with all safety functions
embedded). However, with the software’s open python API, almost all robot
settings can be controlled in the virtual environment. The possibility to connect
the virtual robot with the physical robot is also verified in the experiment video:
https://youtu.be/0-k9ClpobJc.

The interaction between physical twin and human is intuitive since we are in
the same physical world, the human can use various methods of perception to
acquire the state of the physical twin, i.e., vision, tactility, and olfaction, and
various methods to control the physical twin, i.e., hand guiding, buttons signals,
software programs. However, the digital twin is a set of information inside the
simulation software, is in the virtual world, so the interaction between physical
human and digital twin can be completely different. In paper 3, some possible
input/output methods for the HRC system in digital twin were discussed, and
a more flexible user interface will be discussed in the following paragraphs
in Layer 4. For the scenarios discussed in paper 3, the robot system will be
dangerous without enough safety measures. For example, if the safety system
fails when the nut is dropped by the operator (this is a very common mistake
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for a human), the robot may continue to move the TCP down and start the
screwing task. This will cause the operator to get injured. The system should
always trace the nut position and compare with the human hand position, if
these two positions are too far away, the system should recognize the error. This,
again, require higher accuracy of the direct object localization method, which
need to be solved. So, the complete real-life experiment cannot start.

Robot task planning

The robot task planning will be based on a list of predefined abstract tasks that
contain a series of robot movements to "understand" the manager’s request.
For example, the simple request from the manager, "Pick one bowl deliver to
dish" in Table 1.3, contains seven sub-tasks for the robot arm. However, some
specific values in the sub-tasks, i.e., position (bowl position in the container,
dish position on the work table, dish surface area A, idle position), velocity
and objects (bowl gripper, robot arm), can be dynamically acquired from the
sensory system in Layer 1. The sub-tasks are not restricted to the specific robot
or object, and can be independent of the hardware system, which offered the
opportunity for easy system migration and required fewer instructions from
the system operator — the manager.

Table 1.3: Abstract task and sub-task.

Abstract task Sub-tasks

Pick one bowl deliver
to dish

Trigger robot arm with bowl gripper :
1. Move TCP to bowl position in the container
2. Close gripper
3. Lift up TCP
4. Move bowl to dish position on the work table
5. Move down bowl to the dish surface area A
6. Release gripper
7. Move TCP to idle position

Inverse kinematics is the key element to support the independence of robot
movement, it makes the mathematical connection between the workpiece, the
robot Tool Center Point (TCP), and the robot joint values, while inverse kine-
matics itself is strongly dependent on the hardware system. Newer versions of
robot controllers have already embedded the interface for the inverse kinemat-
ics calculation, but many SMEs only have old and simple manipulator systems
where such an interface is not offered. As described in paper 4, customized
inverse kinematics solver can be developed as long as the manipulator can
be controlled joint by joint. In which, software packages MoveIt [95] is based
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on the target robot geometric module in Unified Robotic Description Format
(URDF) as the parameter input to generate the IKFast [96] solver file, so that
the inverse kinematics calculations can use the solver file to calculate the
robot joint position from the inputted TCP position. The IKFast is an analytical
solver which supports maximum 7 joints robot arm. The tutorials about the
installation steps are quite detailed, however, considering the large numbers of
dependencies with working environments, the implementation is not easy. IKPy
[97] is another possible option for the customized inverse kinematics solver.
The software packages can easily be installed by a few lines of code. Then,
with a simple setup of each joints’ link positions and limitations, the solver
can output the robot’s target joint positions from the inputted TCP position.
The IKPy demonstration code shows the supported robot arm joints can be up
to 7. However, from my experience, the orientation calculation is not always
correct, but it is very suitable in a situation where the orientation parameters
are not needed. Sns-ik [98] is also one possible option. This numerical solver
was published along with a few research papers claiming that it can support
more than 6 joints. The input parameters allow extra hard constraints in the
robot joint space beside the robot’s basic joints’ link positions and limitations.
Moreover, a physical 7-joint KUKA robot with a virtual 50-joint planar snake
robot are demonstrated in its description. However, the use of the software
package is not described in detail, and the user needs to carefully study the
research papers to use the solver efficiently. An overview of these three inverse
kinematics packages is shown in Table 1.4.

Table 1.4: Analysis of inverse kinematics packages

Packages Method Supported Joints Implementation
IKFast analytical max 7 hard, but with full tu-

torial
IKPy numerical 7, unclear if support

higher than 7
easy, as long as
python supported

sns-ik numerical no limited, demon-
strated with 50 joints

hard, need to study re-
search paper

During this PhD study, a demonstration for combining the customized inverse
kinematics with a digital twin has been developed, in which, IKFast is used as
the inverse kinematics solver, Visual Components is used as the digital twin
simulation environment, andOPC-UA is used as the robot information exchange
platform. See the demonstration video in Section 2.2 Module demonstration
and description, Table 2.1, Video number 1. In the video, the python script is
in the lower right window, the software to monitor OPC-UA values is in the
lower left window, the view to indicate inverse kinematics is in the top left
window, and the digital twin is in the top right window. The description for the
demonstration follows, and also see the logic structure in Figure 1.14.

https://youtu.be/O_4QQo7vbh4
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• A public variable in server works as a trigger for the inverse kinematics.
• The python script is used for updating robot TCP values.
• The execution of the script will activate the trigger and update the TCP

values in server.
• Inverse kinematics solver receives the trigger signal, read the TCP values

from server, calculates the robot joint values, and updates joint values to
server.

• When the robot reaches the target TCP, inverse kinematics stop the
calculation, and then reset the trigger.

• The digital twin constantly reads the joint values from OPC-UA server
and updates the virtual robot’s joint values.

Figure 1.14: Logic structure of demonstration for combining inverse kinematics with
a digital twin

The demonstration verified that the digital twin is a good simulation method
in the early stage of robot system design, and the success of customized inverse
kinematics offered the possibility for further integration in various physical
robot systems.

In order to allow a digitized system to replace the production planner, digital
twin and robot task planning are studied in this layer. A digital twin simulation
environment is tested in paper 2 and the interaction between digital twin and
human is discussed in paper 3. The study also point out the key element of
task planning is the customizable inverse kinematics solver, which enables the
cross-platform of robot tasks. The demonstration described in Figure 1.14 shows
that digital twin can be used for system state feedback, and robot task planning
can be beneficial in controlling multiple robots. The possible improvement in
this layer can be through conducting more tests on multiple robot simulations
and physical platforms.
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1.2.4 Layer 4 — Interaction

The fourth layer is the highest layer in the industrial system, and it is oriented
to the end-user which is the manager role in our system. In this layer, a human-
robot interface will be offered so the manager with no technical background
can configure the whole production system with simple commands which
associate with each sub-task from Layer 3.

The common way of interacting with an industrial robot is with a teaching
pendant which can be regarded as an embedded Graphic User Interface (GUI).
However, this traditional method is both difficult and time-consuming for
someone not familiar with the robot controls, and the traditional industrial
robot needs to have a cable connection with the teaching pendant which
restricts the flexibility of the robot system.

There is, therefore, a need to propose flexible and intuitive human-robot inter-
faces. According to the communication typology, human-robot interfaces can
be classified into four main categories [99, 100]:

• Visual displays (e.g., GUI, Augmented Reality (AR) interface [101], and
Virtual Reality (VR) interface [102])

• Gestures (e.g., hand movements [103], and eye tracking [104])
• Speech and natural language (e.g., auditory speech [105])
• Physical and haptics interactions (e.g., manual lead through (by hand)

programming [106, 107])

Among all these industrial robot controlling interfaces, gestures interfaces
require the robot to be equipped with an extra camera detection system,
AR/VR interface also requires the robot to be equipped with an additional
headset for the end-user. But theoretically, both gestures and AR/VR interfaces
can be applied to any industrial robot, as long as the robot can be controlled
by an external signal source other than the teach pendant.

Physical and haptics interactions interfaces are currently broadly used in the
collaborative robot system (Cobot). The embedded torque sensors in a Cobot
system makes it possible to detect and react to forces during programming of
the system. This is an important safetymeasure andCobots can be programmed
by the – manual lead through principle. Simply applying a force on any joint
can move the robot, which is more intuitive than the traditional teach pendant
programming method. Most collaborative robots in the current market offers
this manual lead through programming (also referred to as programming by
hand guiding), e.g., Universal robot CB3 family [108], KUKA LBR iiwa robot
[109], Rethink Sawyer [110], YASKAWA HC10 [111], ABB IRB 14000 YuMi [112],
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Franka Emika [113]. However, in order to start the movements of the robot
you first have to overcome the more or less unpredictable static friction of
the motors. This will give a negative impact on smoothness and precision
when programming of the robot. So, another type of manual lead through
programming method is developed to achieve higher accuracy and adopted
in some newer versions of collaborative robots, e.g., Universal robot e series
[114], ABB SWIFTI CRB 1100 [115], KUKA LBR iisy robot[116]. Among these
robots, one extra 6-axis force/torque sensor is mounted on or beside the robot
TCP flange. So the operator can apply force on the robot end-effector, or
the handle on the force/torque sensor, to start the robot movement. This
results in higher accuracy since the force applied by the operator is directly
captured by the force/torque sensor and does not need to overcome the motor’s
static friction. Although, there are industrial solutions like KUKA Force Torque
Control [117] and research by adding extra handle with buttons or external
6-axis force/torque sensor (e.g., OnRobot’s Hex force/torque sensor [118], FT
300-S force/torque Sensor [119]), to enable the general industrial robot with
the functionality of manual lead through programming. Overall, the additional
complex sensor system is mandatory to operate a general industrial robot with
physical and haptics interactions interfaces.

Combining a simplified GUI with a speech user interface can create benefits
both by using the traditional operator’s existing habits and by minimizing the
dependency on additional hardware (a simple microphone as the hardware add-
on will be sufficient for a speech user interface). In this PhD study, therefore,
GUI and speech user interface (or Voice User Interface (VUI)) are the main
focus for this layer.

The GUI

The GUI should offer a flexible environment which can support multiple oper-
ation systems, and the communication protocols mentioned in Layer 2. In the
market, the industrial oriented GUI packages can be categorized in two main
groups: Application-based GUI like TeslaSCADA2 [120] andWeb browser-based
GUI like FlexiGUI4.0 [121] and node-red-contrib-opcua [122]. The Application-
based GUI — App-GUI needs each client to install the runtime environment
so that the GUI can be loaded. However, the modification of the GUI requires
each of the clients to reload the application manually which can be inefficient
when the client quantity is large. The Web browser-based GUI — Web-GUI
allows each client to use only a web browser to open the GUI, and the mod-
ification of the GUI can automatically be synchronized to all the clients. A
discussion regarding the comparison of the two GUI solutions is presented in
Paper 4.
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A demonstration by using Web-GUI to control industrial robot’s Digital Twin
has been developed during this PhD study. The GUI is shown in Figure 1.15
and is developed by using the open-source node-red-contrib-opcua package.
The demonstration video can be found in Section 2.2 Module demonstration
and description, Table 2.1, Video number 2. In this demonstration, the GUI is
opened by a browser in PC and is controlling the robot Digital Twin through
the OPC-UA server, the GUI buttons A1 - A6 are corresponding to the robot
joint values J1 - J6 in degrees, and the robot joint values on the server can also
be read in the GUI. A further experiment of the GUI is conducted in paper 5,
in which the flexible GUI is loaded by operators in Finland and Norway at the
same time on different platforms (e.g., PC, smartphone, tablet) to program an
industrial robot. The demonstration and the experiment concluded that the
GUI package node-red-contrib-opcua is a good tool in designing the industrial
GUI and the Digital Twin again demonstrates its value in the robot system
design.

https://youtu.be/NypeGnxtWu8
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Figure 1.15: A robot joint control GUI

Figure 1.16: The data flow in the Web-GUI demonstration
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The VUI

With the increasing numbers of scholarly articles and patents dealing with
robot voice control that have been published, speech recognition has gradually
become an important element in robot control and programming [123]. Many
studies are using speech recognition methods to develop the robot VUI and
a combination with other types of interaction for ensuring a higher system
robustness.

In [124], the authors developed an interactive industrial robot interface by
combining visual and voice command with an offline speech recognition li-
brary Microsoft Speech SDK [125]. In [126], the authors present an intuitive
industrial robot programming method by combining human gestures and voice
commands with offline speech recognition library PocketSphinx [127]. In [128],
the authors designed a human-robot interaction method by combining hand
gestures and voice command with online speech recognition API. In [123], the
authors present a voice-based collaborative robot programming method which
is using Web Speech API for speech recognition. Therefore, two user interfaces,
GUI and VUI are proposed together in this PhD study, GUI and VUI are used
interchangeably as the backup method for each other.

As can be seen in the previously mentioned research, there are two main
speech recognition methods: offline library and online API. The main difference
between these two methods is the audio data processing location — the offline
library is processed locally while the online API is processed on the cloud. A
benefit from the advancements of network technology is that the audio data
transmission delay is decreased to an acceptable range. In addition, offline
speech recognition method requires extra effort in the system implementation
and higher computational capability for the hardware system. As a result, many
researchers tend to use the online speech recognition method.

The online speech recognition API has various suppliers, e.g., Microsoft Azure
Speech Service [129], Google Speech-to-Text [130], Houndify [131], and IBM
Speech to text [132]. These online services offer quite a high recognition success
rate in most office environments, however, the audio processing in industrial
environments can suffers from many drawbacks, e.g., operator pronunciation,
high levels of background noise.

Therefore, the robot command words pronounced by operators maybe recog-
nized as other words. Examples are: "pick up" mis-recognized as "pick cup",
"put back" mis-recognized as "pull back", or "three" mis-recognized as "tree".
1-to-1 mapping between what is being recognized and what is being coded will
be insufficient. In order to increase system robustness, 1-to-multi mapping is
proposed here. A group of similar sounding words can be gathered in coding
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and regarded as one speech command to form a "fuzzy" command group, see
example in Table 1.5. Speech commands are usually based on a limited lexi-
con, the number of "fuzzy" groups is also limited, which allows the method in
coding to be achieved. The "fuzzy" command group method is implemented
and verified in the initial system experiment which will be presented in the
following sections/chapters.

Table 1.5: Example of "fuzzy" group.

Recognized word Command group
put back

put back

Put back
put it back
Put it back.
Put it back
Pull back.
ok

ok
OK
Ok
okay
Okay
two

twoTwo
to
To
... ...

Basically, all studies mentioned above use code words to immediately call some
pre-programmed functions of the robot during the interaction, see the example
of code words and pre-programmed functions in Table 1.6. Although with the
implementation of dynamic sub-tasks from Layer 3 the input of coordinates
(see object positions example in Table 1.7) can be omitted so the barriers for
the first-time/no-engineering-background user are decreased, the user still
needs to be familiar with the code words (even with small quantities of code
words).
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Table 1.6: Example of abstract task list and sub-task.

Code word Sub-task from Layer 3

Pick one dish

Trigger robot arm with dish gripper:
1. Move TCP to dish position in the container
2. Close gripper
3. Lift up TCP
4. Move dish to work table position
5. Move down dish to the table surface
6. Release gripper
7. Move TCP to idle position

Pick one bowl deliver
to dish

Trigger robot arm with bowl gripper:
1. Move TCP to bowl position in the container
2. Close gripper
3. Lift up TCP
4. Move bowl to dish position on the work table
5. Move down bowl to the dish surface area A
6. Release gripper
7. Move TCP to idle position

Pick one cup deliver
to dish

Trigger robot arm with cup gripper:
1. Move TCP to cup position in the container
2. Close gripper
3. Lift up TCP
4. Move cup to dish position on the work table
5. Move down cup to the dish surface area B
6. Release gripper
7. Move TCP to idle position

Pick one spoon de-
liver to bowl

Trigger robot arm with spoon gripper:
1. Move TCP to spoon position in the container
2. Close gripper
3. Lift up TCP
4. Move spoon to bowl position on the dish
5. Move down spoon inside to the bowl
6. Release gripper
7. Move TCP to idle position

Package product

Trigger packaging machine:
1. Wrap up all items in the plastic package
2. Put the label with the product information
3. Conveyor move to final container

... ...
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Table 1.7: Example of object positions.

Object name Related to world Related to self

dish

dish position in the container /

dish position on the work table

area A
area B
area C
area D

bowl bowl position in the container /
bowl position on the dish /

cup cup position in the container /
spoon spoon position in the container /

work table work table position /
robot arm idle position /

... ... ...

As presented in [133], a natural language recognition method is implemented
for industrial system, in which the operator can speak sentences instead of code
words. However, the number of identified sentences is still limited, and only
English language is supported. Thanks to the advances in the machine learning
domain, more natural language recognition methods have been developed for
robot VUI [134]. A deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based natural
language recognition method is implemented in the VUI of a PR2 robot [135],
which offered high flexibility for the operator in speaking command sentences.
However, after receiving one command sentence, the system will execute only
one task (one pre-programmed function), which is still similar to the code
words method.

A chat bot method for natural language GUI is presented in [134], in which
the system can generate a series of robot tasks after the conversation, however,
several iterations of ask/answer are required and the experimentwith a physical
robot is not presented.

In order to further increase the flexibility of the VUI, I propose that the operator
should be allowed to freely speak a request in a long command sentence. The
system can recognize and autonomously form a series of tasks to complete
the operator’s request. In the following, the two tableware cleaning company
scenarios are presented to illustrate the concept (the tasks are based on Table
1.6).

Command sentence 1: "Hey factory, I want one product with one dish, one bowl,
one cup and one spoon."
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Automatically identified task list:

• 1: Pick one dish
• 2: Pick one bowl deliver to dish
• 3: Pick one cup deliver to dish
• 4: Pick one spoon deliver to bowl
• 5: Package product

Command sentence 2: "Hey factory, pick one dish, then add two cups, and one
bowl with two spoons."

Automatically formed task list:

• 1: Pick one dish
• 2: Pick one cup deliver to dish (area B)
• 3: Pick one cup deliver to dish (area C)
• 4: Pick one bowl deliver to dish (area A)
• 5: Pick one spoon deliver to bowl (first spoon)
• 6: Pick one spoon deliver to bowl (second spoon)
• 7: Package product

These two sentences are completely natural and understandable for a hu-
man operator, and the orders and numbers of the tasks are different. The
autonomous system should be able to extract the tasks, their order and the
number of loops from the natural sentence. Such as, if the operator says "... I
want three products ..." in the command sentence 1, the autonomously formed
task list should be:

Loop 1

• 1: Pick one dish
• 2: Pick one bowl deliver to dish
• 3: Pick one cup deliver to dish
• 4: Pick one spoon deliver to bowl
• 5: Package product

Loop 2

• 6: Pick one dish
• 7: Pick one bowl deliver to dish
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• 8: Pick one cup deliver to dish
• 9: Pick one spoon deliver to bowl
• 10: Package product

Loop 3

• 11: Pick one dish
• 12: Pick one bowl deliver to dish
• 13: Pick one cup deliver to dish
• 14: Pick one spoon deliver to bowl
• 15: Package product

These formed a robot motion program consisting of a series of abstract robot
tasks. As mentioned in the Layer 3 robot task planning section, each sub-task
is hardware independent, so the abstract tasks are hardware independent.
Thus the whole motion program generated by the natural sentences can be
hardware independent. By using this robot programming method, any person
can program multiple robot systems by their natural language. There are
several online service APIs that are focusing on analyzing the natural languages,
e.g., Microsoft Azure Language Understanding [136], Google Cloud Natural
Language [137], and Facebook wit.ai [138].

The intuitive interface allows no-technical background end-user to control
the industrial system. In this layer, GUI and VUI are discussed as intuitive
interaction methods. Furthermore, the prospect of future VUI is also proposed
here. However, during this PhD study, the proposed method — autonomous
generating of the task list - is not achieved, but the research focus for this layer
can be natural language VUI, and the study will continue in the future.





2
Demonstration
After the introduction of the four layers concept, a series of demonstrations
constructed by multiple modules are designed to briefly show a task-dependent
distributed control of a manufacturing system which is also a realization of in-
dustry 4.0 based on the layered architecture. The scope andmodule description
are presented in the following sections.

2.1 Scope

High flexibility and modularity are the basic characteristics of the initial design
of the system. The four-layer system can scale up to a factory (or multiple
factories) level that contains multiple manufacturing equipment with all the
functionalities and can scale down to one piece of manufacturing equipment
with limited functionality. Considering the cost and complexity, this research
project will focus on only one robot with some key functionalities to demon-
strate the system concept. In addition, the number of technical indicators
(e.g., robot tasks, object types, and GUI buttons/VUI commands) will be at a
relatively limited level.

41
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2.2 Module demonstration and description

Paper 1, paper 2 and paper 3 contribute to the development of modules
in paper 4, and paper 4 developed a set of modules that can be important
building blocks for the proposed 4-layer-architecture. After the reorganization
and further development of the modules from paper 4, there are 7 modules (0
- 6) distributed in the 4 layers that can be freely combined according to task
complexity, see the structure and modules’ connection in Figure 2.1. There are
4 demonstration videos listed in Table 2.1, demonstrations 1, 2, 3 used only a
few modules to show the partial functions of the system, and demonstration 4
used all modules to show the complete system functions. More details about
the modules will be presented in the following sections.

Table 2.1: The demonstration videos.

No. Task description Modules Video link
1 Test kinematics 0, 3, 4 https://youtu.be/O_4QQo7vbh4
2 Test Node-red GUI 0, 3, 5 https://youtu.be/NypeGnxtWu8
3 Test body tracking 0, 2, 3, 4, 5 https://youtu.be/7Du-PwMP_jU
4 Complete system demo all 7 https://youtu.be/UwYRv4HcGLs

https://youtu.be/O_4QQo7vbh4
https://youtu.be/NypeGnxtWu8
https://youtu.be/7Du-PwMP_jU
https://youtu.be/UwYRv4HcGLs
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Figure 2.1: Structure of the modules and layers
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2.2.1 Module 0 — Information Exchange Module

Information Exchange Module is the core module which is responsible for the
information exchange between different modules. OPC-UA server is currently
running in the local networks in this module, and all the necessary variables
will be used by other modules are previously added, see Figure 2.1. This server
can be implemented on the cloud to allow the different modules’ connections
from different factories, so it means these modules can be distributed anywhere
in the world.

2.2.2 Module 1 — Robot Control Module

In the Robot Control Module, only one general industrial robot is implemented,
the robot type is NACHI MZ07. The official inverse kinematics API from the
manufacturer is not offered. However, by using the FD-HS system to modify the
communication data between robot CPU board and driver board (mentioned
in paper 3) joint control of the robot can be achieved.

A python script is developed for controlling the robot joint movements from
OPC-UA server, in which a PID control method constantly reads the Wanted
joint values from the server and steadily drives the robot joint to meet the
Wanted position and meanwhile updates the current joint values to the server,
see the data flow in Figure 2.1.

2.2.3 Module 2 — Object Localization Module

A human-robot collaboration task is designed for a complete function demon-
stration, in which a human is holding an object and approaching the robot
workspace. The robot is able to perceive the object’s position and trace it,
see Figure 2.2. The direct object localization method is not ready as has been
described in 1.2.1 Layer 1 section, and therefore the indirect object localization
method is used to fulfill this task. Since the object is held by a human hand, first
the human wrist position is detected and then an extra compensate coordinate
system is added to calculate the object position. Intel Realsense depth camera
D435i with Skeleton Tracking SDK [139] is used to detect the human wrist
position. However, the output values from the SDK have a lot of noise and a
filter method must be applied to remove this noise. The concept of the filter
method is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: The designed human-robot collaboration task

Figure 2.3: Concept of filter method

After the filtration process, the object position values will be upload to the OPC-
UA server. In this module, only the position values will be updated, orientation
values will be kept to 0.

2.2.4 Module 3 — Digital Twin Module

In this module, Visual Components is the simulation environment for the Digital
Twin. The NACHI MZ07 robot’s digital model is imported directly from the
software’s library. In the demonstrations 3, 4 from Table 2.1, three "tools" (pen,
screw, and brush) locate in front of the robot digital model, and a nut floating
around represents the human holding the object.
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After enabling the "connectivity" function in Visual Components, the robot joint
values and the nut position values can be paired to the corresponding values
in the OPC-UA server. The change of the values in server will then change the
pose of the robot and the position of the nut.

2.2.5 Module 4 — Kinematics and Tasks Module

MoveIt IKFast Kinematics Solver is used for inverse kinematics calculation. An
example by testing only the inverse kinematics solver is presented in the 1.2.3
Layer 3 section, and the solver’s calculation is triggered by running a python
script. However, in the complete system demonstration, the kinematics solver
will start the calculation by a trigger signal "Nachi_state" in the OPC-UA server.
The kinematics solver will read the robot target TCP values from the server
and then upload the calculated robot joint values to the robot Wanted pose in
the server. After the target TCP is reached, the program will reset the trigger
signal "Nachi_state".

A movement list programmed by python script is predefined in the module. Due
to the research scope and demonstration purpose, only five simple movements
are defined in this stage, see movements in Table 2.2. Each of the movements
will be based on the predefined positions and the object position on the server
to update robot TCP values and trigger the "Nachi_state" signal to start the
inverse kinematics calculation.

Table 2.2: The movement list.

Movement name Description
1 pick screw move robot to screw position, close gripper,

lift up, update gripper information "screw
on gripper"

2 pick pen move robot to pen position, close gripper,
lift up, update gripper information "pen on
gripper"

3 pick brush move robot to brush position, close gripper,
lift up, update gripper information "brush
on gripper"

4 put back put back the object on gripper (screw, pen or
brush), update gripper information "gripper
empty"

5 trace read nut position and move robot TCP to
nut position
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2.2.6 Module 5 — GUI Module

The example of using Node-RedWeb-GUI is introduced in 1.2.4 Layer 4 section,
in which a robot joint control GUI is presented. A new GUI for the complete
system demonstration is also designed, see Figure 2.4. There are five buttons in
the GUI that represent the five movements in the Module 4 respectively. The
state of the robot, the tool on the gripper and the position of the object are
displayed in the GUI. The operator can use any smartphone, tablet, or PC to
open the GUI and control the robot movements.

Figure 2.4: The GUI for the experiment

2.2.7 Module 6 — VUI Module

A VUI is also designed for the complete system demonstration. By using a
simple microphone, the operator can directly speak the command to trigger
the robot motions. An online voice analysis service is used here to convert the
audio data frommicrophone to text (String format in this case), so python script
can match the speech command (which is already converted to String format)
with the corresponding movement in the movement list which is also in String
format. In order to increase the system robustness, two voice analysis service
suppliers (Azure and Google) are used together for converting the audio to
text in this prototype system, see the VUI performance in the complete system
demonstration in Table 2.1.
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This demonstration is only one instance of using the layered architecture
with one specific task, and only 7 modules are developed. The benefit of the
layered architecture is thatmore modules can be developed separately and then
connected to the same system to achieve more complex tasks. Also, it is possible
to disconnect some of themodules according to the task or system requirements.
The modularization and the scalability of the system are reflected here.



3
Conclusion and Future
Works

3.1 Conclusion

With the continuing development of factory complexity, the need for a gen-
eralized architecture for the manufacturing system gains importance. One
generalized architecture will allow multiple SMEs to use the same key tech-
nologies,which increase the speed of deployment for edge technologies. Further
analysis of the manufacturing industry system is conducted, and a generalized
layered architecture for the industry system is proposed in this PhD research.
The proposed architecture creates a clear definition with a specific industrial
task, allowing more people to understand the layered concept easily. Then,
industrial system developers or SMEs can based on the same manner to develop
industrial system.

Based on the proposed architecture, several edge technologies have been stud-
ied and analyzed under each of the layers:

• Layer 1: object classification and object localization are the two main
study focus. In order to find the industrial-ready solution for direct object
classification and localization, two open-source software packages are
tested. The result shows the technologies of direct object classification
and localization are not fully ready. Therefore, source code customization
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from these open source packages is mandatory to achieve the industrial-
ready solution.

• Layer 2: robot system information communication platform is discussed.
The test of hosting OPC-UA server on Cloud to achieve a longer dis-
tance communication is conducted. The result shows OPC-UA supports
Cloud-enabled communication. However, more investigation should be
performed to reduce the latency.

• Layer 3: robot digital twin and robot task planning are the two study
focus. A well-designed digital twin simulation environment is tested to
connect with the physical industrial robot. This PhD study point out
the interaction between operator and digital twin needs some more
development. An open-source general inverse kinematics package is also
tested to enable the hardware independence of robot task planning.
The result shows the presented open-source inverse kinematics package
supports easy customization to match any industrial robot, and then the
dynamic robot tasks can migrate across different robot systems.

• Layer 4: the GUI and VUI are the two study focus. Based on an open-
source package, a web browser-based GUI is designed and demonstrated.
The proposed GUI unified the user experiences when operators switch
from one robot system to another, also decreased the robot system hard-
ware dependency. The VUI allows operators to control the industrial
robot system in a more intuitive method. Several VUI technologies have
been studied and a prospect for the future VUI is also described.

Traditional production system configuration is on a lower robot programming
level. The digitized control method, however, allows the operator to configure
the production line on a higher decision level. Paper 1 introduces a case study of
digitized production system control methods with industry 4.0 enabled sensor
fusion application. The novel system reduced the configuration of hardware
and offered remote monitoring and supervision.

Due to safety regulations, general industrial robot’s HRC tasks are difficult
to design and test. Paper 2 attempts to conquer the problem by introducing
the digital twin. In paper 2, digital twin with sensor technologies enhanced
the development of HRC, and a high level HRC task based on simulation is
designed.

With the development of industry 4.0 technologies, there are increasing num-
bers of industrial applications using the digital twin for their system design. The
lack of solutions in interactions between human and digital twin is blocking
the digital twin from moving forward. Paper 3 proposed multiple interaction
methods between human and digital twin, and presents an overview study
combining the virtual world with the physical world.
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Many HRC systems with completely different setups have been designed in the
manufacturing sector. There is a lack of architecture that can connect different
emerging industry 4.0 technologies with one task and offer the possibility of
system upgrade on a modular level. Paper 4 proposed an HRC architecture
with flexible modules which can be upgraded separately, and the possible
solutions for each module are also demonstrated.

Most of industrial robot systems have their own programming interface, which
increases the difficulties when the operator switches between the different
robot systems. The traditional robot teach pendant requires the operator to
share the same physical space when the robot is being programmed. Paper 5
presented a platform independent robot programming GUI that enables the
operator to program the robot regardless of geographical distance.

Finally, in this thesis, a demonstration is presented which expresses the gener-
alized layered architecture’s flexibility in modularization and scalability. The
demonstration also exhibits one actual case of multi-industry 4.0 technologies’
fusion.

When SMEs try to implement industry 4.0 technologies into their factory for
their system upgrading or building, it is hard to find out what technologies
will be helpful and what part of their factory will benefit. This study offers an
overview of different edge technologies and states how these technologies can
be utilized in an industrial task. Also the availability, accessibility, limitation,
current and future development state of the technologies are presented. It
makes SMEs have more possibility in the fast implementation of industry 4.0
technologies. I believe, more modules developed under the proposed architec-
ture and more SMEs understand the usage of the modules will significantly
promote the implementation of industry 4.0 technologies across the industry
and further benefit the whole society.

3.2 Future work

From the proposed technologies in Layer 1 and Layer 4, we can see that the
Neural Network technologies benefit from both object localization and natural
language recognition — one technology can benefit multiple modules in the
same system. There are many edge technologies that are coming out of this
rapid development era. However, not all of them can be a key technology.
We therefore need to test and examine more key technologies to identify
those with maximum benefits to allow the development of more industry-ready
modules.
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The current object localization method in Layer 1 is based on skeleton de-
tection, and only one person is allowed to be present in front of the depth
camera for wrist position detection. The advanced direct object localization
and classification method should be further developed.

Cybersecurity is a hot topic in the cloud computing age. As a consequence, in
Layer 2, the safety of the information exchange must be considered, especially
when we plan to set up the server on the cloud.

More tests using different robot systems and more movement lists in Layer
3 are needed to verify the low hardware dependency and industrial perfor-
mance.

For Layer 4, the more experimentation relating to the understanding of natural
language should be implemented and the advanced GUI with more features
should be developed.
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Introduction of cyber-physical system in robotized press-
brake line for metal industry 

Beibei Shu (), Gabor Sziebig, Bjørn Solvang 

UiT, campus Narvik, Lodve Langesgate 2, 8514 Narvik, Norway 
e-mail: beibei.shu@uit.no 

Abstract. Bin picking is a typical work, which is easy to automate up to a given 
complexity of the work-piece dimensions. In case of casted work-pieces, the di-
mensions are most of the time not accurate enough for an industrial robot to be 
able to pick it up without additional sensors/intelligence. In this paper we intro-
duce a cyber-physical system, where all sensors, actuators, machines and indus-
trial robot is connected to a local network, where they share information easily 
with each other. The novelty of the system that the proposed solution is achieved 
on the software side, with minimum hardware reconfiguration need. We keep the 
flexibility of the industrial robot, but extend its’ understanding with sensor fusion 
on a higher decision level, rather than on low robot programming level. The sys-
tem also allows remote monitoring and supervision of the production plant. 

Keywords: industrial robot, industry 4.0, cyber-physical system, ROS 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, industry 4.0 has become a very popular topic in industry-related fairs, 
conferences, or call for public-funded projects. The concept of industry 4.0 was to de-
velop from Internet of Things, which was created by British technology pioneer Kevin 
Ashton in 1999 (1). Then in April 2013, the Industry 4.0 Working Group present a final 
report to the German federal government. The report categorizes human industry into 
four stages, from steam engine stage – first industrial revolution, electrically-powered 
mass production stage – second industrial revolution and electronics-information stage 
– third industrial revolution, to cyber-physical based production stage – fourth indus-
trial revolution (2). The fourth stage is the Industry 4.0 which includes cyber-physical 
system, Internet of things and cloud computing (3). As for now, we are in the industrial 
revolution but not finish this revolution. Germany is planning to promote the revolution 
process and Germany is not the only country planning to upgrade their industry. The 
industry upgrading becomes a trend across the world recently, the representative coun-
tries’ plan including: Japan – Super Smart Society (4), Norway – Norge 6.0 (5), United 
States – The Advanced Manufacturing Partnership (6), China – Made in China 2025 
(7). 
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are enabling technologies, which bring the virtual and 
physical worlds together to create a truly networked world in which intelligent objects 



 

communicate and interact with each other (8). In this paper, we will be introducing a 
solution for a robotized press-brake line, where all system are connected to the network 
(a true cyber-physical system) and the progress of the production can be either super-
vised on-site, in a web browser or in a simulation. This is achieved with the following 
tools: system based components are connected to the network with the usage of Robot 
Operating System (introduced in Chapter 2), supervision of the robotized solution is 
solved by a software solution (called FlexGui 4.0), which is also introduced in Chapter 
2. In Chapter 3, the application of the solutions mentioned above will be presented, 
while Chapter 4 provides the conclusion. 

2 Software based control 

The Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open source, multi-platform robot controlling 
software, which is a collection of variety tools and libraries (9). ROS is widely used 
among the researchers, but it is also developed together with industry and is highly 
promoted between industrial partners, as all results that are achieved in research can be 
implicitly implemented in industrial version. In ROS, there is a very basic concept – 
Nodes, which are processes that perform computation. For example, one node controls 
a servo motor, one node control optical sensors and one node control electro-pneumatic 
valves, see in Fig. 1. Multiple nodes can run in a same ROS device, and multiple ROS 
devices can connect together. In between all the connected ROS device or inside a ROS 
device, each node can communicate with each other by passing Messages, which is 
simply a data structure. Under nodes, there are Topics and Services and a node can 
contain many topics and services. A topic is like a message bus, see in Fig. 2. You can 
get messages from a subscribed topic if someone publishes data in it, or send messages 
to other parties by yourself. A service is like a function, see in Fig. 3. You can call it to 
run a specific script and wait for a call-back function, but the service can only response 
one request each time. 
 

 
Fig. 1. ROS node 



 

 
Fig. 2. ROS topic 

 
Fig. 3. ROS service 

FlexGui 4.0 is an advanced open source user friendly industrial robot controlling inter-
face, which is based upon popular web technologies enabling the possible to run it on 
almost every modern browser supported device. The user will have exactly the same 
user experience on each device. FlexGui 4.0 is used to show information and send user 
inputs to the server, which is the ROS device. Since FlexGui 4.0 is based on ROS, after 
connected to ROS, FlexGui 4.0 will display all the nodes in the system, and offer a 
graphic interface for user to read or set variables. For customized variables, user can 
publish them to topics or send request to services. Based on this mechanism, FlexGui 
4.0 is not suit for real-time control functions. While, it is possible for ROS connected 
to multiple FlexGui 4.0 clients, each FlexGui 4.0 client will synchronize with the server 
and show the same project, even if it changes only one of them. This makes it is possible 
for users to develop a project simultaneously (10). 

3 Application 

Gazebo is a well-designed free robot simulator, and has already embedded into ROS. 
When the Gazebo is running, ROS server will generate a ROS node called “gazebo”. 
Meanwhile, FlexGui 4.0 is connect to ROS server, and it will recognize the node ga-
zebo. User can change a robot-moving project without interfere the process line, and 
test it virtually in Gazebo. If the project passes the test, user can connect physical robot 



 

with ROS server, conduct actual test or introduce it into processing line. When the 
physical robot is running, user can see a simulated robot additionally in Gazebo, Fig. 
4. 

 
Fig. 4. Connect Gazebo and Physical robot 

In Fig. 5, we can see a virtual press-brake line in Gazebo and a robot control interface 
in FlexGui 4.0. During the simulation or real manufacturing process, the Gazebo will 
show the robot’s activity and FlexGui 4.0 will offer a detail state of each sensor. And 
for each element on the FlexGui 4.0 interface such as button in this case, we can change 
the number, the name, the location, the size or the background function of the button. 
Multiple robot instructions can be integrated in one button. So, the robot will execute a 
series of actions just after one button clicked. 

 
Fig. 5. Gazebo simulation and FlexGui 4.0 interface 



 

Fig. 6. Industry robot and press-break line in real case 

In Fig. 6, that is a real case in physical world using this ROS, FlexGui 4.0 and Gazebo 
solution. Work-pieces that are coming from the moulding machine, robot picks these 
up and sets on the press-brake, then two pieces running the production parallel. The 
conveyor, press-brake, robot controller and all sensors connect to ROS sever, each de-
vice will be assigned a node name in ROS. With the help of ROS network, all the ob-
jects can easily share information with each other including Gazebo and FlexGui 4.0, 
achieving Gazebo simulation and FlexGui 4.0 interface control. A demonstration of this 
communication and supervision for the application can be viewed on the following 
place: http://t.cn/RSVQGgz 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduce a cyber-physical system, where all sensors, actuators, ma-
chines and industrial robot is connected to a local network – ROS network, where they 
share information easily with each other by ROS message. The novelty of the system 
that the proposed solution is achieved on the software side, with minimum hardware 
reconfiguration need. The only hardware configuration is to connect all the present sig-
nal to a ROS supported computer, so ROS can access all the devices in the production 
line. With the aid of FlexGui 4.0, we keep the flexibility of the industrial robot, but 
extend its’ understanding with sensor fusion on a higher decision level, rather than on 
low robot programming level. Gazebo synchronously simulate production line with the 
physical world that allows remote monitoring and supervision of the production plant. 
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